Pairwise versus Pointwise Ranking: A Case Study
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Abstract. Object ranking is one of the most relevant problems in the realm of preference learning and ranking. It is mostly tackled by means of two different techniques, often referred to as pairwise and pointwise ranking. In this paper, we present a case study in which we systematically compare two representatives of these techniques, a method based on the reduction of ranking to binary classification and so-called expected rank regression (ERR). Our experiments are meant to complement existing studies in this field, especially previous evaluations of ERR. And indeed, our results are not fully in agreement with previous findings and partly support different conclusions.
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1. Introduction

Preference learning is an emerging subfield of machine learning that has received increasing attention in recent years [1]. Roughly speaking, the goal in preference learning is to induce preference models from observed data that reveals information
about the preferences of an individual or a group of individuals in a direct or indirect way; these models are then used to predict the preferences in a new situation.

In general, a preference learning system is provided with a set of items (e.g., products) for which preferences are known, and the task is to learn a function that predicts preferences for a new set of items (e.g., new products not seen so far), or for the same set of items in a different context (e.g., the same products but for a different user). Frequently, the predicted preference relation is required to form a total order, in which case we also speak of a ranking problem. In fact, among the problems in the realm of preference learning, the task of “learning to rank” has probably received the most attention in the literature so far, and a number of different ranking problems have already been introduced. Based on the type of training data and the required predictions, Fürnkranz and Hüllermeier [1] distinguish between the problems of object ranking [2,3], label ranking [4–6] and instance ranking [7].

The focus of this paper is on object ranking. What we present is an empirical study in which we compare the two most common approaches to this problem: pairwise ranking and pointwise ranking, with the latter being represented by a method called expected rank regression [3,8,9]. Although we are not the first to conduct experiments of that kind, our study sheds new light on the comparison of these two techniques and helps to better understand their advantages and disadvantages.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall the problem of object ranking as well as the techniques of pairwise and pointwise ranking. The ranking data used for the purpose of our case study is described in Section 3. The design of the experiments and the results obtained are then presented in Section 4, prior to concluding the paper in Section 5.

2. Object ranking

Consider a reference set of objects or items \( \mathcal{X} \), and assume each item \( x \in \mathcal{X} \) to be described in terms of a feature vector; thus, an item is a vector \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_d) \in \mathbb{R}^d \) and \( \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d \). Training data consists of a set of rankings \( \{O_1, \ldots, O_N\} \), where each ranking \( O_j \) is a total order of a subset of \( n_j = |O_j| \) items \( x_{j_1}, \ldots, x_{j_{n_j}} \in \mathcal{X} \):

\[
O_j : x_{j_1} \succ x_{j_2} \succ \ldots \succ x_{j_{n_j}}
\]

(1)

The order relation \( \succ \) is typically (though not necessarily) interpreted in terms of preferences, i.e., \( x \succ x' \) suggests that \( x \) is preferred to \( x' \).

The goal in object ranking is to learn a ranking function that accepts any (query) subset \( Q \subseteq \mathcal{X} \) of \( n = |Q| \) items as input. As output, the function produces a ranking (total order) \( O \) of these items. This prediction is evaluated in terms of a suitable loss function or performance metric; a common choice is the Kendall \( \tau \) correlation, which counts the number of item pairs \( x, x' \in Q \) that are incorrectly ordered by \( O \) and normalizes this number (which is between 0 and \( n(n-1)/2 \)) to the range \([-1, +1]\).
2.1. Representation and learning

The ranking function sought in object ranking is a complex mapping from \(2^X\) to the set of all total orders over subsets of \(X\). A first question, therefore, is how to represent a “ranking-valued” function of that kind, and a second one is how it can be learned efficiently.

As for the question of representation, a ranking function is typically implemented by means of a scoring function \(U : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\), so that \(x \succ x'\) if \(U(x) > U(x')\) for all \(x, x' \in X\). In other words, a ranking-valued function is implicitly represented by a real-valued function. Obviously, \(U\) can be considered as a kind of utility function, and \(U(x)\) as a latent utility degree assigned to an item \(x\). Seen from this point of view, the goal in object ranking is to learn a latent utility function on a reference set \(X\). In the following, we shall also refer to \(U\) itself as a ranking function.

The representation of a ranking function in terms of a real-valued (utility) function also suggests natural approaches to learning. In particular, two such approaches are prevailing in the literature. The first one reduces the original ranking problem to regression; as it seeks a model that assigns appropriate scores to individual items \(x\), it is referred to as the pointwise approach. The second idea is to reduce the problem to binary classification; here, the focus is on pairs of items, which is why the approach is called the pairwise approach.

2.2. Pairwise ranking

Given a ranking (1) as training information, the pairwise approach extracts all pairwise preferences \(x_{ji} \succ x_{jk}\), \(1 \leq i < k \leq n_j\), and considers these preferences as examples for a binary classification task. This approach is especially simple if \(U\) is a linear function of the form \(U(x) = w^\top x\). In this case, \(U(x) > U(x')\) if \(w^\top x > w^\top x'\), which is equivalent to \(w^\top z > 0\) for \(z = x - x' \in \mathbb{R}^d\). Thus, from the point of view of binary classification (with a linear threshold model), \(z\) can be considered as a positive and \(-z\) as a negative example.

In principle, any binary classification algorithm can be applied to learn the weight vector \(w\) from set of examples produced in this way. In the case of logistic regression, the resulting model has a specifically nice interpretation. Given two items \(x\) and \(x'\), the model produces a probability for the preference \(x \succ x'\) and a complementary probability for \(x' \succ x\). The former corresponds to the probability of a positive label \(y = +1\) for the instance \(z = x - x'\), i.e.,

\[
P(x \succ x') = P(y = +1 | z) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-w^\top (x - x'))} = \frac{\exp(U(x))}{\exp(U(x)) + \exp(U(x'))}
\]

Thus, observed preferences are supposed to follow the Bradley-Terry model of discrete choice [10]: Having to choose between two options \(x\) and \(x'\), the probability for deciding in favor of either of them is proportional to the (exponential of the) corresponding
utility. The maximum likelihood estimator $w$ then simply maximizes the probability of the observed preferences under this choice model.

\section*{2.3. Pointwise ranking}

Pointwise ranking methods induce a (utility) function $U : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ as well. To do so, however, they fit a regression function to training examples of the form $(x_i, y_i)$. Here, an obvious question concerns the definition of the target values $y_i$. In the setting of object ranking as introduced above, only relative information about the preference of items $x_i$ in comparisons to others is given, but no absolute evaluations that could immediately be associated with a single $x_i$.

Obviously, a reasonable target $y_i$ for an item $x_i$ is its (relative) position in $\mathcal{X}$, i.e., $y_i = \# \{ x \in \mathcal{X} | x_i \succ x \}$,\footnote{Assuming $\mathcal{X}$ is finite.} because sorting according to these scores yields perfect ranking performance. Again, however, since only rankings $O_j$ of subsets of $\mathcal{X}$ are observed, these scores are not part of the training data.

In the method of expected rank regression (ERR), the scores are therefore approximated in terms of their expectation [3,8,9]. More specifically, given a ranking $O_j$ of length $n_j$, an item $x_i$ ranked on position $r_i$ in $O_j$ is assigned the score $y_i = r_i / (n_i + 1)$. This is justified by taking an expectation over all (complete) rankings of $\mathcal{X}$ and assuming a uniform distribution. Roughly speaking, the items in $O_j$ are assumed to be distributed uniformly among the whole spectrum of ranks.

\section*{2.4. Pairwise versus pointwise ranking}

The pointwise approach solves a regression problem on $|O_1| + \ldots + |O_N|$ training examples in total; thus, if $|O_j| \approx K$, the size of the training data is of the order $\mathcal{O}(KN)$. The number of examples created by the pairwise approach for binary classification is of the order $\mathcal{O}(K^2N)$—although, at the cost of a slight loss of information, it could be reduced to $\mathcal{O}(KN)$ as well, namely by only extracting consecutive preferences $x_{j_i} \succ x_{j_{i+1}}$ from (1). In any case, linear regression is simpler and computationally less expensive than methods for binary classification, such as logistic regression. Thus, from the point of view of complexity, the pointwise approach seems to be preferable.

Also note that, while the pointwise approach leaves the rankings $O_j$ intact, the pairwise approach splits a ranking $O_j$ into pairwise comparisons. This necessarily comes with a loss of information, even when generating the full set of comparisons. This is because, statistically, the probability of observing the ranking as a whole is normally different from the probability of observing the set of pairwise preferences independently of each other.

That being said, the assignment of scores $y_i$ in ERR is based on a rather strong and arguably unrealistic assumption. Moreover, these scores do not reflect an inherent
property of an item $x_i$, but instead depend on the context in which $x_i$ is observed. Therefore, one may wonder whether predicting the $y_i$ as a function of item-features is possible at all. Roughly speaking, the pointwise approach could be questioned because it adds information to the training data that is actually not present. This information is unreliable at best and misleading at worst. The pairwise approach, on the other hand, extracts only qualitative information. This information is weaker but indeed valid.

Finally, one may wonder whether a regression approach is suitable for fitting (relative) ranks, because ranks are only measured on an ordinal scale. In this regard, however, one should also note that the regression function $U$ is not required to fit the data well in a numerical sense, i.e., in terms of the squared error loss. Instead, as it is only used for the purpose of ranking, any function that is comonotonic with the ranks is equally good.

Empirically, ERR has indeed been shown to be competitive and sometimes even superior to other ranking methods [3,8,9], albeit under experimental conditions that agree with the assumptions underlying this method. This paper is meant to complement these experiments by another case study, in which we systematically control certain properties of the training data in order to see to what extent they affect ERR. In particular, we are interested in scenarios that violate the assumptions of ERR. The hypotheses of this study are as follows:

H1: Due to the disputable way in which target values are produced for training in ERR, this method should in general be inferior to pairwise ranking.

H2: In particular, the shorter the training rankings $O_j$, the less accurate the approximation of target values in terms of expected ranks, and hence the worse the performance of ERR should be. Likewise, we suspect that the variance of the lengths $n_1, \ldots, n_N$ of the rankings in the training data has a negative influence.

H3: The performance of ERR will also drop due to a violation of the assumption of uniform sampling of positions.

3. TripAdvisor hotel dataset

Our case study deals with the ranking of hotels. The dataset used for performing the experiments was taken from the TripAdvisor website,\footnote{www.tripadvisor.com} using a combination of web crawling and web scraping tools, on September 21 and 22, 2014. The dataset contains five rankings for hotels in five major German cities: Düsseldorf (110 hotels), Hamburg (170 hotels), Berlin (363 hotels), Frankfurt (149 hotels), and Munich (194 hotels). These rankings are referred to as complete rankings in the rest of this paper (they correspond to the reference set $X$).

The position of each hotel in the ranking is determined by the so-called popularity index, which is computed by TripAdvisor based on the reviews for the hotels.
Although the true underlying computational formula (utility function) is unknown, several major factors contributing to this index are mentioned on the website. These include the number of reviews, the age of reviews, and the overall quality of reviews. We used these attributes as features for each hotel in the dataset and complemented them by a set of additional attributes: distance to the city center (real number), number of hotel stars (ordinal), number of pictures on the TripAdvisor website (natural number), number of hotel rooms (natural number), average price per double room (real number), recommendation percent (percentage), number of reviews, five numerical features containing the number of ratings (from very good to very poor) given by the reviewers, and six real-valued features with average rating for different hotel attributes (location, sleep quality, room service, cost benefit, and cleanliness).

4. Experiments

We compare ERR with pairwise ranking based on logistic regression (LR). To guarantee a fair comparison, a linear utility function \( U(x) = w^\top x \) is used in both approaches. Moreover, the preprocessing of the data, including a standardization of all input attributes, was done in exactly the same way.

The general experimental design is as follows: We use one complete ranking (Berlin with 363 hotels) to generate training data in the form of incomplete rankings \( O_1, \ldots, O_N \). LR and ERR are trained on this data as described in Sections 2.2. and 2.3., respectively. The models thus obtained are then evaluated on the remaining four cities: The four complete rankings are predicted, the Kendall correlation is determined for each of them individually, and finally the correlations are averaged. All experiments are repeated 100 times.

To test our hypotheses, the sampling procedure was controlled as follows:

- The lengths \( n_j = |O_j| \) were sampled (independently) at random from a uniform distribution on \( \{K - d, \ldots, K + d\} \). Thus, the average length of an observation is \( K \), and the standard deviation is proportional to \( d \). We chose \( K \in \{5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 250\} \) and \( d \in \{0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 17, 47, 97\} \).

- To make the results of different experiments comparable, regardless of the parameters \( K \) and \( d \), we set \( N = 1000/K \). Thus, the total number of hotels included in a sample is always 1000 (on average).

- After the length \( n_j \) of a ranking has been obtained, the ranking \( O_j \) itself is produced by randomly sampling \( n_j \) hotels in Berlin (and keeping their original order). For the sampling procedure, three different scenarios are considered:

  - **Uniform.** In this case, hotels are drawn uniformly at random (without replacement).

---

3 https://www.tripadvisor.com/TripAdvisorInsights/n684/tripadvisor-popularity-ranking-key-factors-and-how-improve

4 Since a length cannot be negative, not all \((K, d)\) combinations are possible.
– **Top hotels.** This procedure has a bias in favor of hotels in the top of the list. First, we randomly pick one hotel from the first 50 in the complete ranking. This hotel is removed, and the next one is chosen among its neighbors, namely the three ones above and below. This procedure is continued until \( n_j \) hotels are collected.

– **Two groups.** The same sampling procedure as in the previous case is used (with a smaller neighborhood of 2 instead of 3), but the first hotel is randomly taken from first or the last 50 hotels.

The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 1 in terms of the average Kendall \( \tau \) correlation and its standard deviation. Moreover, the following loss/gain of performance of ERR relative to LR is shown in the form of heatmaps in Figure 1:

\[
\frac{\tau_{LR} - \tau_{ERR}}{\tau_{LR}}
\]  

(2)

The following conclusions can be drawn from these results:

- The pairwise approach (LR) consistently outperforms the pointwise approach (ERR) in all experiments. Moreover, pairwise ranking remains relatively stable across all settings, whereas the performance of ERR is much more sensitive toward the parameters. Thus, our hypothesis H1 is clearly confirmed.

- Our conjecture that ERR benefits from longer rankings is confirmed as well. Indeed, the performance of ERR clearly improves with increasing \( K \). For the variance of the lengths, a clear trend is not visible. A problem here could be that the mean and variance of the length cannot be separated completely: Increasing \( d \) will always lead to producing a few rankings that are longer than \( K \), which might be beneficial for ERR. Anyway, our conjecture H2 is confirmed only partially.

- Both approaches perform best in the case of uniform sampling. This was to be expected, since uniform sampling produces observations from the complete feature space. In the top hotels scenario, the pairwise approach remains rather stable, whereas ERR significantly drops in performance and seems to predict almost at random. A similar picture is obtained for the two groups scenario. These results clearly support our conjecture H3, namely that ERR is very sensitive toward deviations from the assumption of uniform sampling.
Table 1. Mean ± standard deviation of Kendall’s tau for the *uniform* scenario (top), *top hotels* (middle), and *two groups* (bottom).

![Table Image](image-url)
Figure 1. Relative improvement (2) for the uniform scenario (top), top hotels (middle), and two groups (bottom).
5. Conclusion

In summary, the results of our case study convey a picture that to some extent disagrees with previous experimental evaluations of expected rank regression, and which confirms our reservations regarding this approach. ERR seems to be competitive under ideal conditions, namely for sufficiently long rankings that are uniformly distributed across ranks. However, any deviation from these conditions leads to a significant drop in performance. As opposed to this, pairwise ranking shows a much more stable behavior and maintains a consistently strong performance across different experimental settings.

Needless to say, a single case study is necessarily limited in scope. Therefore, the conclusions drawn from the study should of course not be overgeneralized. Instead, we consider them as a starting point for further investigations that are needed to complete the picture and to gain a full understanding of the techniques of pairwise and pointwise ranking.
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